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Strand Hatters 

"Hats and Headgear"

The classic hat shop: Straw hats, Panama hats, Kangol caps and the

Classic Australian icon hat-The Akubra. Helpful staff will steam the hat on

the premises to make sure that it fits perfectly. They will also advise you

on purchases and find the best style for your head. Hats come in a wide

variety of shapes, styles, sizes and "straws"--perfect for the sweltering

Aussie sun. Strand Hatters also have a range of hat accessories, bags,

belts and scarves.

 +61 2 9231 6884  www.strandhatters.com.a

u/

 info@strandhatters.com.au  412 George Street, Shop 8,

Strand Arcade, Sydney NSW
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The Vintage Clothing Shop 

"Retro Clothing"

Antique lace, beautiful brooches, smoking jackets, blazing ball-gowns and

divine, and collectible shoes are a few of the items that have kept

customers returning to Vintage Clothing Shop for unique classic finds,

time after time. This small store is a vintage aficionado's dream; all the

stock is well considered, in immaculate condition. Drop in for something

unseen for ages and terribly tempting! New items are added to the stock

regularly so it is worth popping back, occasionally for a look at the new

things available.

 +61 2 9238 0090  www.vintageshops.com.a

u/shop-locations/sydney/

 vintageclothing@bigpond.c

om

 80 Castlereagh Street, Shop

5, James Arcade, Sydney

NSW
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Canturi 

"Timeless Elegance"

Canturi is a well known jewelry fashion house with branches across the

globe. Designed by the talented Stefano Canturi, the store displays an

eclectic collection of fine jewels. The Canturi jewels have found their way

on the Oscar red carpet and adorned the covers of reputed fashion

magazines around the world. A beautiful collection of diamond, yellow

and white gold rings, necklaces and earrings are displayed here. So take

your pick and make an eternal style statement.

 +61 2 9231 1799  www.canturi.com  info@canturi.com  80 Castlereagh Street,

Sydney NSW
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Melewah Jewellery 

"An Australian Gem"

Melewah Jewellery is one of the leading jewelry showrooms in Sydney. In

business since 1983, it has created quite a name for itself in the industry

with some brilliant cut pieces and jewelry collections. Apart from jewelry,

they also excel in selling gold bullions and upscale branded watches from

Emporio Armani, DKNY, Braun, Burberry and Philip Stein among others.

Pearls from Tahiti, south sea pearls, jades, emeralds, opals and diamonds
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are some of the gems used in crafting their exquisite designs. This

showroom also provides polishing, watch battery repair and customized

jewelry design services.

 +61 2 9211 5896  melewah.com.au/  info@melewah.com.au  434 Sussex Street, Sydney

NSW
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Vendome 

"Unparalleled Luxury"

If fine jewelry and exclusive pieces of accessories are your thing, then

Vendome is your paradise. This boutique store is known for its

extravagant collection of fine ornaments, Swiss watches, Fabergé Bridal

collection and other accessories that define the clients' taste for luxury.

Handcrafted, elegant and stylish creations at this store are bound to make

you feel unique and special. Also, many of their pieces are either one-of-a-

kind that are not found elsewhere, or part of a limited edition collection.

So head to Vendome for exclusive phones, watches, luggage, perfumes,

gifts and bridal ornaments.

 60 Elizabeth Street, Sydney NSW
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Zoo Emporium 

"Funky 70s Stuff"

Almost like climbing into a time machine and visiting or revisiting, the 70s

and 80s. For those who have more dash than cash Zoo Emporium is the

ideal place to find that perfect party outfit or pick up that great retro Tee.

A great selection of "corkies", 80s high heels, sunglasses, jewelery and

sexy sun dresses. For guys and gals! New pieces come in all the time so it

is worth making a few visits to check out the new stock. Staff are friendly

and able to advise on purchases.

 +61 2 9380 5990  180 Campbell Street, Sydney NSW
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Booty 

"Shoe Love"

A shoe store along the Potts Point road in Sydney is the Booty. The store

is renowned in the neighborhood for selling premium ladies handbags,

designer shoes and accessories. Their collection is among the few

coveted in the area and their quality of products is equally amazing. With

an exhaustive line of materials, this store is the lifeline for women in the

area and the designs are inspired by London, New York, and Soho with

addition from Paris, France and Milan.

 +61 2 9380 9976  bootyshoes.com.au/  info@bootyshoes.com.au  7/111 Macleay Street, Sydney

NSW
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Belinda 

"Bags and Shoes for All Seasons"

You will not get stuff better than this! This is the top end of the market for

shoes and bags. Buying here can only be considered a sheer indulgence.

But can you resist the exquisite, must have shoes from London, Paris and

New York? Or the delicate Japanese bags made from antique kimonos?

Not to mention those co-ordinated beach accessories! And if you can stop

drooling over those, there is also a small range of locally designed fashion

to tempt your credit card.

 +61 2 9328 6288  www.belinda.com.au  8 Transvaal Ave, Sydney NSW
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